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A Message from Auto-IT’s CEO
Dealership Businesses Demand Agility
®

Today’s business environment bears
little resemblance to the one that existed
five years ago - or that is likely to exist
in two years. There has been a dramatic
change in emphasis from a reliance on
dealer systems focusing on historical
accounting, to an understanding of the
new world of digital delivery and the
need for high levels of customer service.
Smart companies are looking for an edge
that will open the doors to new business and
protect against erosion of market share.

The Role of the Modern DMS Provider
Historically the provision of Global Dealer
Management Systems has been dominated
by the ERP giants with systems that are costly
to buy, tortuous to implement, resistant
to change and inflexible in their reporting
capabilities. In the new world users demand
flexibility and an agile response to change
requests both pre and post implementation.
In this edition of Modern
Dealer,
Auto-IT’s
credentials as a new world
system provider are put
under the microscope by
well known identity, Tony
Ireland, Dealer Principal of
the the Tony Ireland Group
of dealerships in Townsville.

Looking Back on 2013
2013 has been an excellent
year for Auto-IT. We remain

auto-it.com.au

financially strong, staff numbers have
increased and we have been privileged to
expand our client base with the addition of a
number of iconic dealer businesses. I would
like to welcome the following list of our new
business partners:
Australia
North Queensland Prime Movers – QLD
Sutherland Isuzu Ute and Foton – NSW
Taree Auto Group – NSW
DJ Motors – TAS
Andrew Carmichael Group – QLD
Penfold Motors – VIC
Penrith Mazda – NSW
Tony Ireland Motor Group – QLD
Pengelly Trucks – QLD
Haeusler’s – VIC
Norwood Agriculture – VIC
Ian Boettcher Motors – QLD
Etheridge Ford – VIC
Peter Terry Group – NSW
Formula Motor Group of Companies – SA

“Historically the
provision of Global Dealer
Management Systems has
been dominated by the
ERP giants with systems
that are costly to buy,
tortuous to implement,
resistant to change
and inflexible in their
reporting capabilities.”

New Zealand
Webbline Agriculture
Grant Ward Nissan
South East Asia
United Motors – Brunei
Cycle and Carriage –
Myanmar
JH Group – Malaysia
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A Message from the CEO continued

Auto-IT continues to develop and enhance factory and
third-party interfaces - many of which can help make your
business more efficient and effective. Don’t miss out on
giving your business a competitive edge.

Africa
Senwes - South Africa
Suidwes - South Africa
Mascor – South Africa
Swazi Track – Swaziland
AFGRI - Ghana

To find out more about how these interfaces can benefit
your business and to request installation please contact
your Business Relationship Manager.
•
•

Xmas Greetings to All
Finally in lieu of sending professional Christmas cards AutoIT continues to invest in the support of underprivileged
children through the World Vision program.
Please accept our good wishes for the season and our hope
that 2014 will bring with it health and happiness to your
families and loved ones and continued business success.
I welcome personal contact from customers and friends of
Auto-IT at all times and can be contacted directly on my
mobile, +61 432 689 688.
Ken W Fife
Chief Executive Officer
Xmas 2013

Feedback.
“I’d absolutely recommend Auto-IT
as a partner to the business - just as
much from the relationship side as the
product.”
Simon Logan
General Manager
Etheridge Ford

New Factory Interfaces

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BMW Warranty Credits (in pilot)
Ford SIDO/Model Code upgrade to NSC/Entity Code
(in development)
Ford UDB Project (in pilot)
Holden Capped Price Service (deployed)
Holden Data Exchange Hub (deployed)
Holden Global Warranty (deployed)
Holden SAP Parts Integration (deployed)
Honda Capped Price Service (in test)
Honda Parts/Service Extracts (in deployment)
Hyundai Capped Price Service (deployed)
Hyundai Parts Invoice Extract (in pilot)
Hyundai Parts Activity Extract (in pilot)
Kia Parts/Service Extract (in deployment)
Mazda Service Data Load (in deployment)
Mazda Full Cust. Search Web Service for ISDT (in pilot)
Mazda RMSP Service Job Codes (in deployment)
Renault Service History Extract (deployed)
PareX Parts Locator (deployed)
Skoda Parts/Service/Vehicles Extract (deployed)
Subaru Parts Ordering (in test)
Subaru Parts Receipting (in test)
Suzuki Service History (in pilot)
Volkswagen Parts Invoice (in pilot)
Volkswagen Service Job Codes (in pilot)
Volkswagen Parts/Service/Vehicles Extract (deployed)

Obsession
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In Townsville with Tony Ireland
The Tony Ireland Group enjoys almost 30 years
of history in Townsville and boasts a reputation
that is unique and deeply entrenched. In fact,
the Ireland family’s history in the motor trade
goes back to 1931, when Tony’s grandfather,
Francis R. Ireland, became a General Motors
dealer - a franchise the family has held
continuously ever since.
Known for his generosity, his direct community
engagement and his mentoring programs,
Tony Ireland has also managed to build a very
successful group of businesses. Comprising five
car franchises, his automotive businesses have
set a high watermark for retail operations in this
part of the world.
Just before this year’s AADA Convention,
Auto-IT’s Sales & Marketing Director, Aaran
Newman, spent a few hours with Tony to learn
more about the man and his enduring success.
Part of that discussion included a recorded
interview about his experience with Auto-IT
and the implementation of UNITS® across all his
businesses. This is a transcript of that interview.
Tell us about your dealership.
The Tony Ireland group is based in Townsville
in North Queensland where we have five car
franchises, a truck franchise and a forklift
franchise. We have a sub Holden dealership in
Jarvis Towers but all the other businesses are
Townsville-based.
How long have you been an Auto-IT client?
We’ve been an Auto-IT dealer for three years. We
started by shifting our forklift hire business and
our truck business to Auto-IT and that was partly
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An Afternoon with Tony Ireland Cont.
an experiment and partly because we couldn’t get any
system to run our hire fleet for forklifts the way we wanted
to other than through Auto-IT. We thought we’d run the
experiment and it was successful so then after 18 months
we decided to shift the entire business over to Auto-IT.
How did the implementation
go overall?
There was good and bad in
the implementation. I think
any dealership that changes
from a system they’ve used
for 25 years to a new system
is always going to create some
havoc and I jokingly said to a
few people that if we had less
than chaos, it was probably a
good outcome.

How does Auto-IT, the company, compare to your previous
DMS supplier?
If you compare Auto-IT to our previous system supplier, I
think they’re more nimble and I think they’re much more
customer attentive. Auto-IT is trying to grow share, not hold
share and I think that has a different mentality. Companies
that are growing aggressively
are trying to help whereas
companies that are trying to
resist going backwards are
difficult to do business with.
I think the relationship
is terrific. I think they’ve
honoured their promises and
we get a better customer
interface, a more economic
use of the system and it’s
easier to train new staff to
the system than any other
system I’ve seen.

Well, it was considerably less
than chaos and after one
week of operation with the
new system, no customer
would have been able to pick
that we had a new computer
system. I think that the
implementation from the
customer standpoint was good but internally, it wasn’t
chaos, but there was a lot of change and so we had to
manage that change.
What did you learn about your business during the
implementation process?
Interestingly, we did learn quite a bit. We learnt about
some flexibility that we didn’t have. Some people embrace
change and some resist it and we had both. I think for the
most part, people came through that pretty well. They were
frustrated and you often heard the comment, “The system
can’t do x, y and z.” The system can do it, you’ve just got to
know where to look and you’ve got to learn different places
to look to get the information. I think it went, on balance,
better than you would have hoped.

How does it help you
manage your business?
In terms of managing the
business, probably the
slowest change to the new
methods of the system has
been the accounting function and there are aspects of the
accounting function that are quite different to what we’re
used to.
From a day-to-day sales perspective and looking at target
versus actual, is pretty good. At this stage we can see if
we’re better off on a month-to-month basis, but we’re
still not as quick as we used to be. But it’s interesting that
month-to-month we’re not exactly where we want to be,
but we’ve never had a year-end done at an earlier date.
So to change your whole DMS within a financial year and
have your end of year completed several weeks earlier than
we’ve traditionally done, I think is a pretty good outcome.
How do you find the Dashboard reporting software?
The dashboard reporting software, from the point of view
of managing the business, that’s the single biggest reason
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An Afternoon with Tony Ireland Cont.
to go to Auto-IT. You can create your own dashboard, know
what your hot buttons are for your particular business and
you can drill down infinitely to the bottom of the data to get
where the problem is.
Now, in our previous system, if you had four businesses
and they were all on the same system, you then couldn’t
amalgamate the information. If you had a problem in one
business, you had to do just as much work to get to the
answer in the second business. You just couldn’t compare
them and this thing just has the ability to do it all. We’ve
only been on it for a relatively short time, and we’re getting
rapidly better. Now that we got past most of the difficulty
of the accounting culture change, we’re finding that when
somebody comes up with an idea, the following day it’s
working for us. I think that says it all and it’s just a great
system.

users of Auto-IT. This system will tell you how valuable a
customer is to you across all your businesses. Now that
seems pretty basic in 2013 but the other system couldn’t do
that without a lot of manipulation and a lot of hard work, so
that’s why I think that if you’re in that certain size bracket,
there are big advantages to move.
So are you happy with the decision?
Absolutely and we start banking the money in another six
months.
Watch the full interview here.

Would you recommend Auto-IT to other dealers?
I would recommend Auto-IT to other dealers. I don’t know
whether our size is limiting. I think we’re amongst the bigger

Cars we wish they’d actually make...
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Understand your Dealership - Visually
Dealer Spectrum® delivers relevant, timely data to
senior management staff through a graphical, easy
to digest view of the business’s benchmarks and KPIs.

How it Works
A selection of robust components work together to
interrogate the DMS and publish meaningful data in a
variety of formats to a private Web location.
The Dealer Spectrum® Dashboard provides a powerful
viewing experience across a range of devices from desktops
to the iPad Mini*. Dynamic, interactive charts deliver a
clean and simple interface without sacrificing important
functionality.

Executives and senior managers won’t need to access the
DMS database ever again! Identified KPI reports display
your business’s changes and improvements by company,
branch and department. It replaces all the manual Excel
and Crystal reports you currently create and maintain.
For more information, please call 03 8320 4518 or email
ds@auto-it.com.au.

Per-month pricing is available for large, medium
and small dealerships, with NO set-up fees.
Dashboard is hosted on a secure WebServer or client
server and accessed via a private log-in.

The KPI reports and dashboards are designed by Dealer
Spectrum and tailored to your data analysis requirements.
Dealer Spectrum® has a team of report writers ready
to deliver these KPI reports to your portal quickly. It
accumulates multiple databases and servers in a single
view for comparison and analysis whilst live Information
allows drill-down all the way to the transaction line.

The Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduced manual tasks
Improved efficiency
Increased profitability
Increased levels of internal control
Reduced risk of internal fraud
Instant graphical view of the key metrics that define
dealership performance

The Dealer Spectrum® Dashboard paints a compelling
picture of your business that is easy to interpret. Issues are
recognised early which means they can be acted on before
they become a real problem. Likewise, successes can be
rewarded as they occur.
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AADA|2013
Auto-IT attended its 5th AADA Convention this
year. Widely regarded as the best yet, it was held
at the Surfers Paradise Marriott Resort & Spa on
the Gold Coast.
With an abundance of world class speakers,
feedback from attendees was that content was
topical and practical around the theme of “Working
Together for a Sustainable Future”.
Highlights included the keynote
address by Martin Ward, CEO of AP
Eagers Group, about the state of the
market and the need for a new car
dealers’ association. Tony Christensen
shared a rousing presentation on his
life story and Australia’s laughter
specialist, Scott Williams, had the
room in stitches with his opening on
Friday.
Auto-IT sponsored the lunch on
day one, where Aaran Newman
introduced the guest speaker, Ita
Buttrose (right). The 2013 Australian
of the Year, legendary media editor,
businesswoman, best-selling author
and committed community and
welfare contributor spoke about her
journey to success.

do business instead of their day to day
concerns. It also provided plenty of
entertainment including music from
Midnight Groove and a great opportunity
to network with dealers and suppliers.
We’re looking forward to AADA 2014 and
would be delighted to see more AutoIT dealers at the convention – a worthy
addition to your calendar for next year! For
more information visit
www.aadaconvention.com.au.

This year, Auto-IT had a range of exciting iPad and
iPhone apps on show at our large display booth.
As always, we gave away dozens of cool remote
control cars (always a hit with convention visitors),
as well as a raffle prize – this year, two new iPad
Minis. Congratulations to our two lucky winners,
Matt Sandercock from City Holden Adelaide and
Carl Morandi from Ballarat Ssangyong.
All in all, the AADA provided a welcome break
for delegates to stop and think about how they

Auto-IT’s Aaran Newman and Michael Cross (left and right), with
ex-Chairman of Toyota and industry legend, John Conomos.
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KLIAC

Kuala Lumpur International
Automotive Conference 2013

Above: Tan Sri Dato’ Dr. Michael Yeoh (Chief Executive Officer/
Director, Asian Strategy & Leadership Institute), Aaran
Newman, Tun Dr Mahathir Mohamad, Former Prime Minister,
Malaysia and adviser to Proton

The 4th Kuala Lumpur International Automotive
Conference (KLIAC) was held earlier this year at the Putra
World Trade Centre and this was the third time Auto-IT
has been a sponsor at the conference.
Held from the 12th to the 14th of November, the event’s
theme was “Priming for the Future”.
The ministerial keynote address was delivered by YB
Dato’ Sri Mustapa Mohamed, The Malaysian Minister
of International Trade and Industry and was entitled,
‘Transforming the Automotive Industry – The Way
Forward’. One of the most significant changes to the
Malaysian automotive landscape was the implementation
of the ASEAN Free Trade Agreement (FTA) which has been

Above: Tan Sri Dato’ Dr. Michael Yeoh (Chief Executive Officer/
Director, Asian Strategy & Leadership Institute), Tun Dr
Mahathir Mohamad, Former Prime Minister, Malaysia and
adviser to Proton, Datuk Aishah Ahmad (President, Malaysian
Automotive Association)

a key enabler for Malaysia’s National Automotive Policy
(NAP). The much anticipated NAP is due out in January
2014.
Other conference highlights included the discussion on
the future of energy efficient vehicles and the various
smart mobility solutions available, the economic scenario
of ASEAN as well as analysing the key trends in the global
automotive industry.
Auto-IT was very pleased to be a part of this important
event and looks forward to taking part in future KLIACs.
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Our Growing Team
The team of wonderfully talented people at Auto-IT
continues to expand. We’re very proud to introduce
the newest members of the family.
Lloyd Smith
Lloyd has been part of the Dealer
Spectrum Consulting team since April.
Prior to this he worked as a retail
assistant for Adidas and as a dealer
at Crown Casino. Lloyd completed
his Bachelor of Business at Monash
University in July 2012, majoring in
Accounting, before travelling around Europe for a few
months.
Even though this is his first job in the automotive industry he
is looking forward to learning about the business and taking
on any challenges that arise. When Lloyd is not working, he
is usually playing guitar, drums, soccer or going to the gym.

Rory Plant
Rory joined the Dealer Spectrum
consulting team in early May - his
dream job in a dream location (Carlton
is a mecca for coffee lovers!).
Rory has spent the majority of his
working career in the automotive
industry. After completing a Bachelor
of Commerce (Management), he joined Inchcape Motors
where he gained experience in administration, stock control,
wholesale (incl. valuations) and accounts. Rory then worked
as Retail Analyst and then Group Business Analyst, where
he developed and produced executive reports, business
modelling and performance analysis tools. Rory later worked
as the Financial Controller in Stillwell Motor Group’s volume
division, before spending two years as a Budget Analyst for
the Department of Transport.
When the sun goes down, Rory likes to play guitar and get
crazy... Unfortunately, it’s been a bit quiet on the gig front
lately.

Aaron Hu
Congratulations to Aaron, who recently
graduated from Swinburne University of
Technology with a Bachelor of Business
and Bachelor of Business Information
Systems! Aaron joined Auto-IT in May as
one of our support consultants. Whilst
still studying at university, he worked at
the Crown Casino for three years as a food and beverage
attendant and later at Constant Solutions (a database
service business), part-time on their help desk. Aaron also
has IT support experience working for Lort Smith Animal
Hospital during his final year at university.

Yvonne Cooper
Yvonne started her career in the
automotive industry in 2008 at Parry
Nissan, Suzuki and Renault Townsville
as their Financial Controller and IT
Administrator. It was here she was first
introduced to Auto-IT, as the client
converted from the ERA system to AutoIT. After the dealership was sold in August 2012, Yvonne
moved on to gain more insight into how other dealers ran
their businesses.
She joined forces with the installations team as a contractor,
assisting with the implementation at Tony Irelands,
Townsville. She also undertook a short temporary contract
role with Honeycombes Sales and Service. After a break
from the industry, Yvonne re-joined Auto-IT in May 2013 as
an Installation and Support Co-Ordinator. As an advocate
for the Auto-IT system she enjoys working alongside other
dealers to help them to get full use of the system, whilst
also expanding on her current skill set.

Shane Dunne
Shane has been a part of the Melbourne
Auto-IT team for about 4 months as an
Installations and Support Consultant.
After completing a Bachelor Degree in
Commerce, Shane worked as a Graduate
Accountant for a civil construction
company, before joining a large multi-franchise car dealer
in Geelong for 10 years. Shane’s first five years at Rex Gorell
Family Group were spent learning the business in roles that
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included Payroll, Debtors, Creditors, Costing and IT. In his
subsequent five years, he moved into the role of Group
Accountant – Admin/System Manager. Shane has two
young boys with his first wife and is a Hawthorn tragic.

David Crook
Joining as Business Relationship
Manager for PMDS® in NSW/ACT
in June, David brings a wealth of
knowledge & experience from nearly 20
years in the automotive marketplace.
This is David’s first role in IT as he
mostly has experience in service and
parts management roles. He has also
spent time within a dealership sales environment and has
held the role of State Parts Manager for Volvo Construction
Equipment.

in Wellington, Anthony came back to
Australia and obtained his certificate
III & IV in fitness. While working as
a personal trainer in Marrickville,
Anthony completed his Diploma III & IV
in Networking with an interest to pursue
a career in IT. We welcome Anthony to
the Auto-IT family!

Ultimate Rides

David completed his Advanced Diploma of Business
Management in 2006 from the University of New England
& is working towards a Master’s Degree in this field.
Having grown and developed a highly successful parts and
service department and being heavily involved in change
management, David understands the unique issues in the
retail automotive space and the need to work closely with
clients to achieve great outcomes. In his down time he
enjoys his involvement with a successful motorsport team.

Aamer Aziz Rana
Aamer joins Auto-IT as a software
developer. He has a degree in
Information Technology and has
several years’ experience in software
development and design. Aamer has
previously worked for NetSol Australia
as a Lead System Analyst, providing
technical consultancy, development and support for lease
and finance related applications. In August 2013 he started
working with Auto-IT Australia and is looking forward to the
challenges ahead.

Anthony Villazon
Our newest support consultant in Sydney is Anthony! He
finished Year 12 at James Cook High back in 2006 and went
on to play professional football for Colo-Colo in Santiago,
Chile for two years. After a brief period playing football
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Viewpoint

Smart Phones Turning Smart People into Addicts

Recently, I had dinner with my family in our favourite
Melbourne restaurant. It was an unseasonally warm
evening that seemed to have drawn everyone into the city.
As we made our way down Bourke Street, I saw suits settling
into after-work drinks, retired couples enjoying their weekly
dinner ritual and awkward teenagers milling around, trying
not to look awkward.
But something wasn’t right. Upon closer
observation, it seemed no one was
paying attention to where they were,
who they were with or what they were
doing. Instead, they were glued to their
smart phones. And the worst offenders
weren’t the awkward teenagers but
the older couples and the suits. People
walked towards us, ignorant to the people around them –
including the person they were with. They were looking at a
small screen, clutched desperately in their free hand.
As we entered the restaurant and settled at our table, the
picture was no better. All around us, couples and groups
were engaged in conversation that resembled sound-bites
from a news broadcast; punctuating each blurt with a
furtive glance at their little screens. It was pathetic. Is this
how people spend time together now? Is this how people
experience their world?
Recently, a mother called up the talkback radio station
about a school swimming carnival and the number of
parents who had their faces buried in their smart phones
rather than observing (and cheering on) their children. It
seemed staring at a 3 x 4 inch screen held more interest
for them than the once-in-a-childhood moments happening
right in front of them.
Has reality taken a back seat? What is it about a Facebook
status update or a Tweet or an SMS or whatever the hell it is
you’re doing all the time, that’s more important than being
here, right now? I believe that because smart phones are
always with us, many people have forgotten they’re just a

tool to be used when and where appropriate.
Just because you can drink vodka any time you like doesn’t
mean you should. Even if it were OK to down a glass of Shiraz
during the morning sales meeting I doubt that you would.
So why do you cross the street or sit in a restaurant or lie in
the park staring at your phone? Why?
You’re an addict. And like millions of
addicts, you won’t admit you’re an
addict.
Why don’t you disable those stupid
alerts, put it back into your pocket or
bag and look around you? Your life is
out here – the sounds, the smells, the
sights. It’s not inside your phone. Real
life is conversation, laughter, sarcasm, silence, subtlety and
nuance. It’s reality.
A recent report by Cisco highlighted that:
• Nine out of ten people under 30 are addicted to their
smart phone and check their email and social media
updates on their phone before they get out of bed
• One in five check their phone every ten minutes
• 46% use their smart phone at the dinner table
• One in five people text while driving
Henry Ford said, “The hardest thing for a man to do is
think… which is why I suppose so few engage in it.” Perhaps
this explains the average person’s propensity to follow the
path of least resistance; to succumb to anything that’s easy
and pleasurable, despite the downside. Think fat foods, TV,
alcohol, tobacco, computer games, etc. All wonderful in
small doses, but they are easily abused.
Maybe one day my family can again enjoy dinner in the
city, surrounded by like-minded diners - living in the
moment, revelling in the environment and enjoying great
conversation! Sadly, unless someone writes an app that
teaches this, I doubt those days will return.
Peter Fritz - eBusiness Manager
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FAQ

NOTE: These FAQs are specific to

SYSTEM UTILITIES

user of Build 2075.

System Audit Report
Question: How do I save audits
before culling them?
Answer: It is recommended that
this task be performed by System
Administrators or high level
dealership personnel only. It is also
advisable to take a back-up of the
audit reports or to print the reports
before continuing with this culling.
The System Audit Report program
provides you with the ability to
produce audit reports on various
maintenance functions. You can
enter parameters and generate an
audit report based on data in the
UAUDIT table.
It is highly recommended when setting the parameter data, to enter a date range between 3 and 6 months, to avoid locking
up the system. You also have the ability to search by a user or enter an identity (e.g. RO number).
Once the report is generated, you are able to save to file to keep a back-up of the audit(s). This should be completed on a
monthly basis.															
				
Examples of some functions available in the System Audit Report are:
•

ARMASTER_CHANGE: This audit type will display any changes made against the debtor.

•

WKROFILE_DELETE: This will store an audit in the UAUDIT table when a user has deleted an outstanding Repair Order.
The report will generate which user deleted the RO, when it was deleted, a comment (if available) and heaps more.

•

INSALORD_DELETE: Similar to the WKROFILE_DELETE, the INSALORD_DELETE will generate a report based on the Parts
Sales Order deleted.			

•

TRACK_CUSTOMER_ACCT_CHARGING_W_INSUFFICIENT_CREDIT: Tracks customer accounts charging with insufficient
credit.
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FAQ

NOTE: These FAQs are specific to

SYSTEM UTILITIES

user of Build 2075.

System Audit Culling
Question: How do I cull audits?
Answer: The System Audit Culling program
provides the ability to remove Audit
records from the system that are no
longer required prior to the date entered
on the screen. The Culling utility has been
enhanced to allow the selection of those
audit record types to be culled, and cull
according to the selection.
This will decrease the database size and
reduce the chances of performance issues.

System Notes
Question: How do I remove old SysNotes?
Answer: Open the SysNotes program by selecting one of
the highlighted selections in the screen shot below. The
screen will display any alerts entered against records
in the maintenance screen of many system modules.
Note: This operation should be performed by all users
on a regular basis.

To delete the alerts, select each note individually or the all check
button to highlight all notes and then select the Delete Selected
button. This is user specific and will remove the records from the
database.
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Clever Advertising

END
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